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Advances in Ad Hoc Networks (II)
Ad hoc networks, which include a variety of autono-
mous networks for specific purposes, promise to enable a
broad range of civilian, commercial, and military applica-
tions. These networks were originally envisioned as collec-
tions of autonomous mobile or stationary nodes that
dynamically auto-configure themselves into a wireless
network without relying on any existing network infra-
structure or centralized administration. With the signifi-
cant advances achieved in the last decade, the concept of
ad hoc networks now assumes an even broader scope,
referring to the many types of autonomous wireless net-
works designed and deployed for a specific task or
function, such as wireless sensor networks, vehicular net-
works, home networks, and so on. In contrast to the tradi-
tional wireless networking paradigm, such networks are
all characterized by sporadic connections, highly error-
prone communications, distributed autonomous opera-
tion, and fragile multi-hop relay paths.

The various forms of ad hoc networks have led to sig-
nificant new and interesting research challenges and
problems, attracting substantial attention from academia,
industry, and government. The new wireless networking
paradigm necessitates reexamination of many established
concepts and protocols, and calls for developing new
understanding of fundamental problems such as interfer-
ence, mobility, connectivity, capacity, and security, among
others. While it is essential to advance theoretical re-
search on fundamental and practical research on efficient
policies, algorithms and protocols, it is also critical to de-
velop useful applications, experimental prototypes, and
real-world deployments to achieve immediate impact on
society for the success of this wireless networking
paradigm.

The annual International Conference on Ad Hoc Net-
works (AdHocNets) aims to provide a forum that brings to-
gether international researchers and practitioners to
showcase recent research advances in ad hoc networks.
AdHocNets 2010, the second edition of this event, was held
in Victoria, Canada, in August 2010. This special issue in-
cludes a collection of five outstanding research papers se-
lected through a rigorous review process from 41 papers in
the technical program of AdHocNets 2010.
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The papers included in this special issue cover a range
of topics and report the recent research advances in ad
hoc networks. In the first paper, ‘‘Duty Cycle Learning
Algorithm (DCLA) for IEEE 802.15.4 Beacon-Enabled Wire-
less Sensor Networks’’, Alberola and Pesch propose a duty
cycle learning algorithm (DCLA) for IEEE 802.15.4 beacon-
enabled wireless sensor networks, which adapts the duty
cycle during run time without the need for human inter-
vention to minimize power consumption while balancing
reliability and delay constraints. DCLA has low memory
and processing requirements, making it suitable for typi-
cal wireless sensor platforms. Simulation results show
that DCLA achieves the best overall performance for
either constant or event-based traffic when compared
with existing IEEE 802.15.4 duty-cycle adaptation
schemes.

In the second paper, ‘‘QoS for Wireless Sensor Networks
using CoSenS: Enabling Service Differentiation in the MAC
Sub-Layer,’’ Nefzi and Song study the service differentia-
tion problem in wireless sensor networks and propose Co-
SenS, a simple and scalable MAC solution, to provide
service differentiation at the MAC sub-layer. CoSenS is
based on CSMA/CA and also uses the fixed priority or ear-
liest-deadline-first policy on top of CSMA/CA. Simulation
results show that CoSenS can better adapt to dynamic traf-
fic and improve the performance of the IEEE 802.15.4 pro-
tocol in terms of throughput and end-to-end delay.

The third paper, ‘‘Reproducing Consistent Wireless
Protocol Performance across Environments,’’ by Kwon, et
al. considers the problem of obtaining comparable proto-
col performance when the test and deployment environ-
ments differ in RF propagation environment and/or
internode spacing. To achieve comparable protocol behav-
ior in the two settings, the concept of ‘‘link usage spec-
trum’’ is proposed, and based on the hypothesis that the
link usage spectrum is a gross predictor for network per-
formance, it is shown how to replicate in the test setting
the link usage spectrum of the protocol that is expected
in the deployment setting via experiments and simula-
tions in multiple indoor and outdoor propagation
environments.

The fourth paper, ‘‘Using Fuzzy Logic for Robust Event
Detection in Wireless Sensor Networks,’’ by Kapitanova et
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al. demonstrates that using fuzzy values instead of crisp
ones can significantly improve the accuracy of event detec-
tion. It also shows that the fuzzy logic approach provides
higher detection precision than two well-established clas-
sification algorithms. To address the problem of storing
the large fuzzy logic rule-base in a sensor node with limited
memory, several techniques are proposed to help reduce
the size of the rule-base by more than 70%, while preserv-
ing the level of event detection accuracy.

In the last paper, ‘‘Accelerating Signature-Based Broad-
cast Authentication for Wireless Sensor Networks,’’ Fan
and Gong propose an efficient technique to accelerate the
signature verification in wireless sensor networks through
the cooperation among sensor nodes. By allowing some
sensor nodes to release the intermediate computation re-
sults to their neighbors during the signature verification,
a large number of sensor nodes can accelerate their signa-
ture verification process significantly.

The papers included in this special issue represent re-
cent significant research advances in ad hoc networks.
We hope that the readers will find this collection timely
and informative, and that the special issue will become
an important reference for researchers and practitioners
in the area.

The authors thank all the authors for their contribu-
tions to this special issue. We are grateful to all review-
ers for their time and efforts in carefully reviewing all the
papers and providing valuable review comments. We
would also like to thank Prof. Ian F. Akyildiz, the edi-
tor-in-chief of the Ad Hoc Networks journal, for providing
the opportunity to accommodate this special issue. We
thank Devaprakash Kothandapani, the journal manager,
Jie Chen, the content development coordinator, and all
other production staff for their support during the publi-
cation process.
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